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Characteristics, The typical qualities of the Louis XIV style
were heroic scale, magnificence, and military formality. In all
these respects the style merely reflected the characteristics of the
people of that time, who expressed themselves in elaborate over-
decoration, astonishing but not charming. Costumes and back-
ground were but a pageant for the pleasure of Louis the Grand.
The style was also affected by the taste of the women who were
the favorite companions of the king.
Decoration. The period exhibited conflicts in decorative ideas.
For example, the typical chair was rectangular, large, and formal,
but its decoration was playful and confused in line. During some
of the period, chair and table legs were generally square and taper-
ing, although at the last they were curved. Motifs were of three
kinds: Classic borders, shell and scroll, and naturalistic flowers.
The king's own symbol was a haad encircled by the rays of the
sun.
Decoration included carying, enamel, gold or silver leaf, and
solid silver. Chiseled ormolti mounts of bronze were used in
decorating the furniture, particularly cabinets, commodes, con-
soles, tables, and desks. Metal hinges, pulls, rosettes, headings, and
foot tips were prominent.
Furniture. Baroque fujrniture was usually made of walnut, oak,
or ebony. The most important pieces were the great cupboards,
the sideboard cupboards, the bookcases, and the commodes. Up-
holstered sofas and chairs had high rectangular backs in the Italian
style. See page 459. The bergere type of chair with visible
wooden framework appeared, followed by caned chairs with
cabriole legs. Commodes with bombe fronts, secretaries, and writ-
ing desks were very elaborate and impressive. Beds were large
and ornate with richly carved posts and testers and heavy draperies.
Armoires and prie-dieu were among the most interesting bedroom
pieces. Side tables and consoles usually had marble tops and were
elaborately carved and gilded.
Fabrics. Elegant textiles were used, such as velvet, darnask,
tapestry, brocade, taffeta, cloth of gold, silk, and satin. The large,
naturalistic designs, which became smaller and less realistic at the
end of the period, were combined with scrolls and latticework.
Rather deep, rich colors were popular at this time, particularly
green, blue, and gold, with white accents.

